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Category: Sculpture

Christmas Decorations

AGE
5+

LEVEL
Easy

Ho Ho Ho, it’s Mont Marte Joe here
again, in today’s lesson we will be
creating some fantastic Christmas
decorations using Magnetic Canvas
and Acrylic Paint.
So grab your Mont Marte art
materials and ...

Material List
MACRO0005
PMSA0020
PMSA0021
PMSA0002
MCG0108
MCG0066
MAXX0015

Make ‘n’ Bake Modelling Clay
Silver Series Acrylic Paint Silver
Silver Series Acrylic Paint Gold
Silver Series Acrylic Paint Scarlet
# 12 Taklon Flat Artist Brush
# 0 Sable Round
Canvas Framing Cord

You will also need
Butter knife
Scissors
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The Reindeer
Step 1: Antlers
Squeeze out Burnt Umber onto a plate, push your hand in to the
paint and transfer the handprint on to the top of the Magnetic
Canvas. Make another print right next to it with your other hand.
Allow the paint to dry before moving to the next step.

Step 2: The Reindeers Head
Squeeze out Burnt Sienna on to a plastic plate. Place the
Magnetic Canvas on the floor, place your foot in to the paint
and transfer the print on to the canvas under the hand prints to
creat a head.

Step 3: The Nose and Eyes
Using Black paint, dot on two eyes with your finger. Then create
a nose with Red.

Step 4: Cutting
Cut out the reindeer with scissors, make sure you have adult
supervision with this. You can now attach reindeer to the fridge.
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Step 1: The Angel Wings
Mix 1 part Cerulean Blue and 1 part White on a
plastic plate. Place your hand in to the plate and transfer a
handprint on to one side of the canvas, repeat the process with
the other hand on the opposing side. Wash your hands and
throw out the plastic plate. Allow the paint to dry before
moving to the next step.

Step 2: Drawing
With a 6B Pencil draw in the angel. Her dress is a triangle with a
circle for the head. You can draw her holding a present if you
like.

Step 3: Painting the Angel
Use Gold, White, Red, Burnt Umber and Black to paint your
Angel with a #2 sable Brush. To make a pink for the skin simply
mix red and white together.

Step 4: Cutting
Cut out the Angel with scissors, make sure you have adult supervision with this. You can now attach Angel to the fridge.
Merry Christmas and until next time...

